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Gold Matters because it does not MatterGold Matters because it does not Matter

20 m20 m20 m20 m

Misconceptions about GoldMisconceptions about Gold

� Gold stocks benefit from a depression – deflation

� Gold stocks benefit from fiat currency debasement – inflation

� Gold is money – no, it is not an accounting system, its 
creation requires real inputs of energy

� Gold matters – not really, it has limited utility, but…











Approach #1: Develop existing ounces Approach #1: Develop existing ounces 

in the ground that a higher gold price in the ground that a higher gold price 

is putting into the money.is putting into the money.



Approach #2: Explore Approach #2: Explore 

for new deposits using for new deposits using 

innovative exploration innovative exploration 

methods or creative methods or creative 

geological sleuthing.geological sleuthing.





God & Zero God & Zero 

Taxes for AllTaxes for All



The Rise & Fall of the 

American Dream: Mortgage 

securitization creates a Global 

Real Estate Bubble and a 

Consumption Boom by 

dissolving the traditional self-

regulating relationship between 

lender and borrower. The 

result: Game Over.





Hollowing out the Hollowing out the 

Industrial Base:Industrial Base:

Unemployment still Unemployment still 

rising, consumer rising, consumer 

credit continues to credit continues to 

decline, what is decline, what is 

going to drive job going to drive job 

growth in the US?growth in the US?



Tarnishing of the Golden Years:Tarnishing of the Golden Years:Tarnishing of the Golden Years:Tarnishing of the Golden Years: In the wake of the real estate and 
market crash and in a setting of very low savings yields the self-
sufficient retirement assumptions of the boomer generation have 
been shattered, with the future now hinging on the post-boomers 
for whom there is no clear future of economic productivity.



Consequences Consequences Consequences Consequences 
of deep cost of deep cost of deep cost of deep cost 
structure structure structure structure 
disparitiesdisparitiesdisparitiesdisparities



The Chinese AnomalyThe Chinese Anomaly
� Hybrid of central command economy with 

outsourced production 

� Cheap Labor – urbanization of 1 billion rural 

Chinese unleashed by the end of orthodox 

communism

� No Health & Safety for Workers

� No environmental emission controls

� No Unions to secure medical or pension 

benefits

� US Dollar Peg: the devil’s bargain of 

maintaining an undervalued yuan by 

bankrolling the US trade deficit through the 

accumulation of US treasury debt

� Piracy and Counterfeiting

� FDI: foreign direct investment and technology 

transfer

Made in China and Packed with 
Pride in America

CapitalismCapitalism’’s s 

Mandate: Mandate: 

mobilize mobilize 

capital to the capital to the 

place with the place with the 

lowest cost lowest cost 

structurestructure



What will Americans do that is of What will Americans do that is of 

value to the rest of the world?value to the rest of the world?
What will the Chinese do to keep What will the Chinese do to keep 

their economy growing?their economy growing?

In a New World Order where military power is impotent, oneIn a New World Order where military power is impotent, one--way trade in way trade in 

IOUs is no longer an option, climate change and oil import depenIOUs is no longer an option, climate change and oil import dependency dency 

are equally undesirable, and the China Price remains cheapest:are equally undesirable, and the China Price remains cheapest:



A Matter of PerspectiveA Matter of Perspective
(or why Copenhagen failed and the Kyoto Protocol is dead)(or why Copenhagen failed and the Kyoto Protocol is dead)

1 Billion OECD1 Billion OECD 3 Billion BRIC3 Billion BRIC

Is your standard of living shrinking or growing?Is your standard of living shrinking or growing?

Is your footprint growing or shrinking?Is your footprint growing or shrinking?





ChinaChina’’s Solution: Borrow a chapter from American Historys Solution: Borrow a chapter from American History

� Extend infrastructure into the Extend infrastructure into the Extend infrastructure into the Extend infrastructure into the 
hinterland to boost its domestic hinterland to boost its domestic hinterland to boost its domestic hinterland to boost its domestic 
economy, reduce dependency on economy, reduce dependency on economy, reduce dependency on economy, reduce dependency on 
exports, and defuse the social tension exports, and defuse the social tension exports, and defuse the social tension exports, and defuse the social tension 
between the coastal between the coastal between the coastal between the coastal ““““haveshaveshaveshaves”””” and the and the and the and the 
inland inland inland inland ““““have have have have notsnotsnotsnots”””” –––– cost = $585 billioncost = $585 billioncost = $585 billioncost = $585 billion

� Develop Develop Develop Develop ““““cleancleancleanclean”””” energy and energy and energy and energy and 
transportation infrastructure so that transportation infrastructure so that transportation infrastructure so that transportation infrastructure so that 
China can enjoy its China can enjoy its China can enjoy its China can enjoy its ““““manifest destinymanifest destinymanifest destinymanifest destiny””””
several decades from now.several decades from now.several decades from now.several decades from now.

� Reduce 35% savings rate by boosting Reduce 35% savings rate by boosting Reduce 35% savings rate by boosting Reduce 35% savings rate by boosting 
social and health welfare expendituressocial and health welfare expendituressocial and health welfare expendituressocial and health welfare expenditures

� Gradually convert its US paper assets Gradually convert its US paper assets Gradually convert its US paper assets Gradually convert its US paper assets 
into title to hard assets around the into title to hard assets around the into title to hard assets around the into title to hard assets around the 
world.world.world.world.

� Invest heavily in pure research in Invest heavily in pure research in Invest heavily in pure research in Invest heavily in pure research in 
order to win the technology race to order to win the technology race to order to win the technology race to order to win the technology race to 
develop a new energy foundation for develop a new energy foundation for develop a new energy foundation for develop a new energy foundation for 
the worldthe worldthe worldthe world



Source: New Scientist Feb 25, 2009

Transforming the Energy Foundation of the WorldTransforming the Energy Foundation of the World



NoSoMerica

UpForGrabs

AustralAsia

EurAsia

PostPost--Globalization Economic Zone FragmentationGlobalization Economic Zone Fragmentation





Security of Supply for Critical Materials is becoming Security of Supply for Critical Materials is becoming 

an issue for Europe, Japan and the United States as an issue for Europe, Japan and the United States as 

China moves to secure its own needs.China moves to secure its own needs.

Source: EC Commission – The Raw Materials Initiative



Economic Economic vsvs Strategic LogicStrategic Logic
� Price discovery through futures commodity markets becomes chaotic

� Cost structure in so far that self-sufficiency within a closed system has not 
been achieved becomes unpredictable

� Economic analysis involving discounted value of future cash flows becomes 
pure guesswork

� Mine development focuses on large systems with sweet spots allowing for 
rapid capital cost payback

� The survivors will be those who have title to the means of production and 
security of supply with regard to the raw material inputs





� TSXV listed resource exploration junior

� Zero revenues and no prospect of such

� Market cap of $122 million

� Owns 100% of Black Thor chromite
discovery and 40% of Big Daddy in 
northern Ontario

� 100 million tonne open-pittable footprint, 
grade range 25%-45%, below South 
African standard 

� Estimated $1.5 billion capital cost

Cliffs Natural Resources IncCliffs Natural Resources Inc

FreewestFreewest Resources Canada IncResources Canada Inc

� NYSE listed producer of iron ore 
pellets and coking coal

� 2008 revenues of $3.6 billion

� Significant NA operations

� Supplies US steelmakers

� Market capitalization of $5 billion

� Is buying Freewest’s chromite
asset for $250 million at $1.00



� Global reserve base “sufficient to 
meet conceivable demand for 
centuries” (USGS)

� China lacks chromite resource

� US has 54% import reliance

� No substitute for chromium in 
stainless steel production

� South Africa pushing to restrict 
chromite ore export, dominant 
producer of ferro chrome

� Kazakhstan unreliable supplier



� Production dominated by laterite
and sulphide deposits

� Resource base reasonably well 
distrbuted geographically

� No substitute for nickel in 
stainless steel

� Laterite production very energy 
and chemical intensive

� Sulphide production has high 
extraction costs

� Vulnerable to supply squeezes



� Cliffs signs option to acquire up 
to 75% of Dewar by producing 
bankable feasibility study

� Purchases 19.9% equity stake in 
junior with 4 year standstill

� Nickel-iron alloy deposits have 
low grade but low processing 
costs that shield the mine from 
escalating energy and chemical 
costs to which sulphide & 
laterite mines are vulnerable

� First Point has proprietary tool 
to efficiently identify similar 
deposits open for staking









$50 billion TREO in 
the ground, $2 billion 

market cap



� Strange Lake rare earth system has 
a world class tonnage footprint in 
the order of 50-100 million tonnes

� Contains both heavy and light rare 
earths

� Open pit mineable, with high grade 
pegmatite horizons running $200-
$400 per tonne rock value

� Owned 100% by Quest and located 
in a mining friendly jurisdiction

� Implied project value: $153 million



Thank YouThank You
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The Task at HandThe Task at Hand

Invest heavily at the state level in pure Invest heavily at the state level in pure 

materials science research and materials science research and 

development to discover new ways to tap development to discover new ways to tap 

the properties of elements so as to achieve the properties of elements so as to achieve 

greater efficiency, more durability, and a greater efficiency, more durability, and a 

higher energy return on energy invested.higher energy return on energy invested.


